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ALLOW ME TO RE-INTRODUCE
MYSELF MY NAME IS..
Renaissance Man
Quarantine has been easy for introverts like me - I selectively
talk to people, currently I'm mastering the Tom Hanks
‘Castaway’ look and I’ve listened to everything John Coltrane.
But I’m noticing competing perspectives emerging on
acceptable human activity levels during this time. Some feel
it is OK to just ‘be still’ & recover from this newfound anarchy
while others like Mark Cuban tout ceasing the moment and
starting a business or hobby. I respect either approach but I
subscribe to the latter and am learning everything from new
vegan recipes to Tik Tok – (be careful it’s addicting).
Ultimately, Big Assets are my passion and I want to take my
Quarantine time to share insights on Commercial Real Estate
trends and how we can position ourselves to win in this
marketplace. I decided to create a newsletter since ‘sharing
is caring’ and periodically publish it to the masses.

Reality Check..

Q. Do Economists know anything?
A. Nope
When it comes to cycles at least, they just don’t. I studied Finance
& Economics in College (Baruch College all day!) and noticed they
simply use data & create models to predict outcomes. But
thankfully for them they aren’t football coaches with win-loss
records because they’d be fired. The economist has never
resoundingly predicted any recession (post 1980 at least), any
period of inflation etc.

So, What Do We Know?
Considering monthly economic indicators are published this week
we will learn unemployment rate, inflation, housing and consumer
confidence but we’re expecting dire news. Last week we learned
GDP, which is measured quarterly, was -4.8% for Q1. Two
consecutive quarters of economic decline as measured by GDP
and in conjunction with other monthly indicators including
unemployment, equals a recession. Goldman Sachs forecasts a
34% Q2 GDP decline therefore, even an economist can predict
we’re entering our first recession since 2009

But Housing Is Different
The feds share monthly housing data that focus on new
construction starts keeping our attention on national demand.
Additionally, National Association of Realtors (NAR) publishes info
on Housing Pricing, # of Transactions and Days on Market but
info ‘lags’ or put differently, April housing data won’t be collected
until mid-May. I've been asked to share my insights into the
market but it's difficult for most experts to accomplish as data is
unavailable.

Whats Not Being
Discussed?

But We Have Organic Data

Inflation
Money appeared from thin air and
into everyone's pockets. Does
inflation exist anymore or did
discussing it lose it's appeal? I don't
mind 'compassionate capitalism' but
how is this OK without increasing
revenue i.e. taxes?

Below data is aggregated by local realtors, compiled by
'MeetKevin' (YouTube Real Estate expert), and I borrowed it 😊

The chart Feb 1 - Mar 1 is indicative of a normal growing market. The
bottom chart however, shows slowdowns in all markets for # sold
Debt
(since buyers can’t view subject property) but pricing and days on mkt
remained steady. With banks toughening lending standards we can
Or how by 2024 our Federal debt will
expect homes sold to continue decreasing while days on market will
be approaching $30 Trillion?
continue increasing leading to eventual price drops and a buyers
market. How steep of a decline depends on COVID-19.

New Neigbors
Why is no one discussing how cool it
is that our Gov’t finally released
UFO footage??

But You Said We’d Focus on Big Assets?
In the spirit of saving the best for last, here’s why we’re optimistic
for Multi-Family:
1. Valuation for Commercial property is derived by NOI, not
Comps. If we increase rents and decrease expenses, our asset's
value will also increase. This asset class isn't as susceptible to
monthly market swings as single family houses
2. We invest in Class ‘B’ & ‘C’ assets. Not luxury real estate (Class
A) which suffers most as tenants scale back on opulence and trade
down to Class B; or impoverished areas (Class D) who suffer most
always ☹
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3. More units to absorb impact of newly unemployed tenants who
can't make payments
4. We hire experienced Property Managers who screen for tenants
with good income to rent ratios, clean backgrounds and healthy
credit scores - have something to lose if they bail on rent
5. We’re actively submitting competitive offers on Big Assets

